70 chevelle dash

The two SS equipment packages offered in were still options. Both the Z15 SS and Z25 SS still
remained an option on any V8 Malibu 2-dr sport coupe, convertible, or pickup body style and
gone was the one year only availability of the SS option on the Deluxe coupe and sport coupe.
The only way to truly document a Chevelle as having the SS or SS option is with some sort of
paperwork showing the option itself or the stamped engine suffix code and partial VIN matching
the car's VIN matching. Examples would be the build sheet, warranty card Protect-O-Plate
showing a or engine suffix, or an original factory stamped engine where the partial VIN
stamping is a match to the car's VIN. There is a bit of engine confusion for Chevrolet was
already heavily invested in the SS mystique so this slightly larger engine was still referred to as
a " The one I would conform to is there were different emissions regulations for engines over
cubic inches than there were for engines under cubic inches and this was an easy way out for
Chevrolet without having to design a new Mark-IV engine and still have two engine sizes for SS
Chevelles. To compound the matter a bit more, a second cubic inch engine was introduced
under the regular production option code of RPO LS3. Essentially the same engine as the L34
available in the SS but with no chrome trim valve covers, air cleaner, etc. If you're not already
confused with the L34 vs. If there were no more L78 engines to complete orders, those orders
were returned to the dealer and customers had to make a different engine choice. Although the
majority of bucket seat optioned Malibus ordered a center console, it was not mandatory. There
were 99, A51 bucket seat options sold in Chevelles but only 90, center consoles. Both SS
options also included a different dash than their non-SS counterparts. Round gauge pods
housing the fuel gauge and speedometer replaced the sweep design of non-SS Chevelles. A
word of caution here though, any V8 Malibu coupe, convertible, or El Camino could order RPO
U14 Instrument Panel gauges and get the same round gauge pod dash and it would include a
tachometer, moved fuel gauge, speedometer, amp and water temperature gauges. So, a base
SS-optioned Malibu would have the round gauge pods but no tachometer, no amp and no water
temperature gauges unless RPO U14 was ordered in which case it got the same gauges with the
exception of the redline on the tachometer. Base SS or dash with round gauge pods for fuel and
speedometer. Another base SS dash with optional clock, no tach or gauges. Not visible is the
amp gauge that has been moved to the upper left opening replacing the GEN lamp. The oil
warning lamp is now moved to the lower center of the tachometer. This dash is from an LS6 as
noted by the redline on the tachometer although an Loptioned Chevelle will have the same
redline tachometer when gauges are ordered. It's unknown why numerous Chevelles have been
found with the U14 option but no clock. Prior to Baltimore did not show U35 on their build sheet
when U14 was ordered but all Baltimore build sheets from to the end of production do. Same
with Kansas City but the date of change is different, Both of the photos above are from Kansas
City L78 Chevelles so they are obviously early model year. The tachometer redline might also
give you some indication of which engine was installed. All 3 have the same range, , but the
redline differs depending on engine and plant it has been discovered. See Tachometer
Broadcast Codes. The and two engines tachometers redline at RPM broadcast code It is
assumed this was a computer programming error that generated the code for the RPM
tachometer instead of the RPM unit. This appears to have been 'fixed' by at least The code for
the 3 different tachometers can be found in block 72 of the build sheet; for the RPM redline, for
the RPM redline, and for the RPM redline. Here is a documented Atlanta LS5 Chevelle with a
build sheet schedule date of with a redline tachometer. Original tachometers used three screws
to mount the face. Note in the above examples the centered screw just above the needle center
point and two lower screws above RPM and An aftermarket tachometer has two mounting
screws at "10" and "60" RPM numbers. Also note the silver outlining of the four smaller circle
pods for turn indicators, brake, and high beam warning lamps. These are either added by the
owner or found on aftermarket replacement dash faces and not something original dash faces
had indicating a dash change. Contrary to popular belief the gauge option was available in
non-SS optioned V8 Chevelle sport coupes, convertibles, and pickups as well. The Monte Carlo
dash is often installed in Chevelles with a claim something like, " Sub assemblies such as a
dash assembly would be on hand before the particular car was scheduled to be built; running
out of a dash assembly seems highly unlikely. All Monte Carlos got the round face dash. The
base dash included the fuel gauge, speedometer and clock. While there's nothing really wrong
with a reproduction dah as originals are often damaged but you might want to be aware of some
things to look for. The letters have a very small height from the dash outward but are not white.
The RPO Z25 SS option included the hp, Turbo-Jet V8, dual exhaust, special domed hood,
black-accented grille, power disc brakes, sport wheels, wide-oval white lettered tires, wheel
opening moldings, black resilient rear bumper panel, bright engine accents, and special chassis
features. All SS and SSoptioned Chevelles came with a bolt rear end but Positraction was still
an option; an open rear end was standard. However, a bolt rear end, as well as Positraction, was

available on non-SS and non-SSoptioned Chevelles as well so the presence of a bolt with or
without Positraction is not an indication of a SS or SSoptioned Chevelle. Rear end codes for the
are not SSspecific though as those were also used with LS3 and L48 engines as well. See the
rear axle code section of for more. The sport coupe and convertible had an "SS" logo on the
rear bumper pad. A bi-product of the rear bumper pad was no rear bumper guards were
possible on either SS option due to the pad. Several rear end ratios were available on
SS-optioned Chevelles and a couple of those were also available as options with non-SS L48 cid
Chevelles. See all rear axle codes and ratios here. The base Chevelle Standard is almost devoid
of external brightwork. No bright rocker molding, no door and quarter bolt molding, no roof drip
rail molding - pretty much a basic car. The non-SS optioned Malibu has bright lower rocker
moldings. Positraction 4. Some misconception with this option. Stripe color was dependent on
the color of the top, not the interior color. Therefore the stripes could be deleted on request, and
often times were. The second part of the ZL2 cowl induction hood package were the hood pins.
Contrary to other reports, hood pins were only standard with the ZL2 option package; hood pins
did not come standard on the SS domed hoods and did not carry a separate RPO number that
would make them available to other Chevelles. They could easily be purchased over the counter
from Chevrolet or in the aftermarket and added by the owner. I went to a Chevrolet dealer in the
early 70s and purchased a pair to install on my SS rather than buy some aftermarket kits. As
mentioned before, one of the items in both SS options was a domed hood. Some refer to this
hood as a non-functional cowl hood but I disagree, it is a functional hood - it performs its
function - and it's not a cowl induction hood. I'm sure what people refer to as 'non-functional' is
in comparison to the optional RPO ZL2 cowl induction hood. Since this is not the ZL2 Cowl
Induction hood, these stripes were o ptional , there is no such thing as 'stripe delete' on a
standard, SS or SS domed hood. When RPO ZL2 was checked the standard domed hood was
replaced with a cowl induction hood that has a vacuum controlled 'flapper' that would open
when the engine was under throttle. These could be deleted when ordering the ZL2 at the
buyer's request, unlike the mistaken notion they could be deleted from the special domed hood
when they were an option on the domed hood and the standard Malibu hood as well. Hard to
see in the photo but the boxed rear lower control arm has an additional plate welded to the
bottom of the normally U-shaped control arm. The special SS wheels were essentially the same
as the SS wheels and carried no RPO number as they were exclusive to the two SS options and
part of those options. The Malibu sport coupe and convertible grille shows the brightwork as
well as a bow tie emblem along with amber color parking lamp lenses with clear bulbs. The
Malibu sport coupe and convertible "SS" grille sported blacked-out bars with "SS" emblem
regardless of engine size and clear parking lamp lenses with amber bulbs. Oshawa, Ontario
Canada-built SS optioned Malibus have the grille surround molding painted a semi-gloss black
instead of body color like U. S-built SS optioned Malibus. Also note bright trim under the
headlamps indicating an early Chevelle. A bit of trivia It's a commonly held belief that all SS
optioned Malibus from the Kansas City plant have the letter "L" under the lower body paint
code. Here is a perfect example of a SS optioned Malibu convertible from Kansas City without
this infamous letter along with a relevant portion of the build sheet. Plants often varied on the
style of D88 hood and deck stripes. There was a factory change that affected the distance
between the wide and narrow portions of the package as well as the overall width. Additionally
many plants are discovered to have applied the stripes with squared outside corners as
opposed to the more common rounded corners. It is not known if this was a time-related
change, a plant SOP change, or simply the way the particular painter masked the stripes. These
square stripes were found on an untouched Kansas City Chevelle dated 11D. Note too the
coverage of the stripes into the trunk area was not that deep and could vary from car to car.
Another early November Kansas City Chevelle. Here's another from a Kansas City Chevelle
dated 12C. Arlington mid June sequence Unknown plant or time frame. This consisted of
special spring and shock rates, heavier front sway bar, boxed rear lower control arms, and rear
sway bar. Rather, RPO F40, which consisted of special front springs and lb capacity rear
springs was available on any Chevelle regardless of series or body style. The Standard xx and
Malibu series El Camino has amber lenses with clear bulbs. PDF file and shows all El Caminos
came with amber lenses. The tailgate of the non SS-optioned Custom El Camino has wood-grain
treatment inside the black paint filled horizontal moldings. The Monte Carlo was equipped with
round clear lens parking lamps. Naturally build sheets are the definitive proof of an SS optioned
Chevelle showing one of the two SS options. Along with one of the two options, the vehicle's
sequence number should also be in the upper right hand corner to confirm the build sheet
found belongs to the car in question. If the sequence number is missing from the build sheet
but information in blocks 8 and 24 are still present, it is still possible to match the build sheet to
a Chevelle. Information in these blocks will vary from plant to plant and just what data are

present on the build sheet and the numbers on some plant's trim tags. Take this Kansas City
trim tag and matching build sheet for example. The 'proof' lies in the engine broadcast code in
block 27 in this example. Here is another example from the Atlanta assembly plant. Even though
the sequence number is present xxx , compare the trim tag information with the associated
blocks on the build sheet. Other plants have similar numbers on the build sheet that will match
those on the trim tag and will vary. There are over pages and images on this website. If you
think there is something in error, please note the exact page by its address in your browser's
window when reporting it. Home Misc. Note the oil warning lamp in the tachometer face in lieu
of an oil pressure gauge. Miscellaneous SS Information The RPO Z25 SS option included the hp,
Turbo-Jet V8, dual exhaust, special domed hood, black-accented grille, power disc brakes, sport
wheels, wide-oval white lettered tires, wheel opening moldings, black resilient rear bumper
panel, bright engine accents, and special chassis features. More on Stripes Plants often varied
on the style of D88 hood and deck stripes. These square stripes were found on an untouched
Kansas City Chevelle dated 11D Note too the coverage of the stripes into the trunk area was not
that deep and could vary from car to car. Arlington mid June sequence Unknown plant or time
frame. SS optioned El Caminos only received the hood stripes since they have no trunk lid.
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d all accents feature genuine chrome plating for a showroom-fresh appearance. Fully lit
needles, backlit faces, and highly visible LCD message centers are a few of the things that you
can see which set the VHX Series apart from yesterday's traditional approach to
instrumentation. A few of the features which you don't normally see are the micro-controlled
precision stepper motors, solid state sensors for unparalleled accuracy, and user-customizable
display feedback, all supported by an unrivaled limited lifetime warranty which has become the
standard for Dakota Digital instrumentation systems. Completely engineered and manufactured
at our facility in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, the VHX Series has completely revolutionized the
instrumentation industry! Welcome to MCB Parts. My Cart: 0 item s You have no items in your
shopping cart. Welcome to our online store! Search: Search. Handling Time: 30 Days. Recently
Viewed Products. Contacts sales mcbparts. Powered by Kyozou. All rights reserved.

